What does the bulk LHR edit error "Not Updated - Missing Summary" mean?
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Symptom

- You got the error "Not Updated - Missing Summary" when running a bulk LHR edit.

Applies to

- Record Manager

Resolution

The "Not Updated - Missing Summary" error means that you did not include LHR Summary Statement information in your bulk info request.

In other words, on the record which failed during the bulk LHR edit, the LHR Summary (the field marked "Summary" when you look at the record in Record Manager) does not contain information. This is usually because you do not have any LHRs attached and this may have happened accidentally if you recently transferred your holdings to a different Bib record, or the original record was merged away.

Additional information

There is more information on the [bulk LHR edit](https://help.oclc.org/Metadata_Services/WorldShare_Record_Manager/Troubleshooting/What_does_the_bulk_LH...) process.
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